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Dinda Arista, (2019) : Mengajar Bahasa Inggris Menggunakan Teknik
Think Pair Share (TPS) Terhadap Kemampuan
Siswa dalam Membaca Teks Deskriptif di SMK
Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia.
Penelitian ini dilakukan berdasarkan masalah yang dihadapi oleh siswa
dalam belajar bahasa Inggris terutama dalam teks deskriptif. Tujuan dari
penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui pengaruh signifikan kemampuan membaca
siswa dalam teks deskriptif yang diajarkan dengan menggunakan Teknik Think
Pair Share. Subyek penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas X di SMK Pro Skill
Indonesia. Desain penelitian ini adalah penelitian eksperimental semu. Dalam
penelitian ini, peneliti menganalisis data dengan independent sample t-test dengan
menggunakan spss versi 16.0. Dari hasil penelitian, peneliti menemukan nilai rata-
rata dari post-test siswa di kelas eksperimen adalah 71,86. Setelah menganalisis
data, peneliti menemukan bahwa ada pengaruh yang signifikan menggunakan
Teknik Think Pair Share pada kemampuan siswa dalam membaca teks deskriptif
di kelas X SMK Pro Skill Indonesia, di mana sig (2-tailed) 0,00 <0,05 . Dengan
demikian, hipotesis nol (Ho) ditolak dan Ha diterima.




Dinda Arista, (2019) : The Use of Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique for
Students’ Reading Comprehension in Descriptive
Text at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia.
This research was conducted on the problems faced by the students in
learning English especially in descriptive text. The objective of this research was
to find the significant effect of students’ reading comprehension in descriptive text
taught by using Think Pair Share Technique. The subject of this research was the
tenth grade students’ of SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia. The design of this
research was a quasi experimental research. In this research, the researcher
analyzed the data with independent sample t-test by using spss 16.0 version. From
the research findings, the researcher found the mean score of students’ post-test in
experimental class was 71.86. After analyzing the data, the researcher found that
there was any significant effect of using Think Pair Share Technique on students’
Reading Comprehension in descriptive text at the tenth grade of SMK Kesehatan
Pro Skill Indonesia, in which sig (2-tailed) 0.00<0.05. Thus, null hypothesis (Ho)
was rejected and Ha was accepted.
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A. Background of Problem
Reading is the most important skill in studying English and goal of reading
for Indonesian student is to understand or comprehend the material of the reading
text because reading comprehension is a bridge to understanding scientific books
they read. The ability of the students in reading is very important because by
having the ability to read, they will be able to improve their knowledge. Reading
is a key to success for anyone who wants to be an educated person, (Rauch and
Weinstein 1968).
Reading is useful for other purposes too; any exposure to English
(provided students understand it more or less) is a good thing for language
students. At the very least, some of the language sticks in their minds, as part of
the process of language acquisition, and if the reading text is especially interesting
and engaging, acquisition is likely to be even more successful. Burn and Roe
(1980) state that reading is complex and complicated process that involves some
factors influence upon each other.
Reading is central to the learning process. By reading activity, people may
gain important information that is not presented by teachers in the classroom.
According Donald (2013) to cognitive psychology and schema theory, the reader
is an active participant who has an important interpretive function of the reading
process. It means that in the cognitive model, people as readers are more than
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passive participants who receive information while an active text makes itself and
its meanings known to him/her.
Actually, the reading is a push and pull between reader and text. As
readers, people actively make, or construct, meaning; what people bring to the text
is at least as important as the text itself. According to Peter Westwood (2008),
reading involves gaining competence in two separate complementary processes,
namely word identification (decoding) and linguistic comprehension. It means
that the reader and text cannot be separated from reading.
In the curriculum, goverment has authority to manage curriculum called 13
Curriculum. It has authority to manage the based (KD) and main competence (KI).
According to the laws number 35 verse 1, standard of competence is the
qualification of graduate that includes attitude (affective), knowladge (cognitive),
and skill (psychomotor) which is suitable for the national standard. In addition,
content competence includes material scope and the level of competence of
graduates, material competence assessment, competence subjects and syllabus of
learning must be fulfilled by the students based on the level and type of education.
This curriculum makes the students active, and it is 70, most of the
students have to reach minimum criteria of achievement (KKM). According the
syllabus at the tenth grade, they are required to understand descriptive text.
Descriptive text is a kind of text with a purpose to give information. The context
of this kind of text is the description of particular thing, animal, person, or others. .
The purpose of English in SMK Kesehatan in general first, mastering
knowledge and base skill English for support achieve competence program
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especially health vocational high school. Second, applying mastery of English
ability and skills to communicate both verbally and in writing at the intermediate
level.
In fact at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia, some of the students still
got problems in comprehending the text related descriptive text. The problems are
from the teacher and the students. However, those problems that considered to be
solved immediately. The teaching reading technique is one of the substantial
factors that affects students’ problem in reading, especially in descriptive text.
Actually, the conventional reading technique and monotones strategies
cannot give satisfying results. Because of that, the students often found difficulties
in comprehending the text. They are unable to identify the main ideas, specific
information, reference and inference of each paragraph of the reading passage
especially in descriptive text. They also found many unknown words in the text.
The students had a low comprehension in reading English written texts, especially
in descriptive text. It is proved by their achievement get a low score, it could be
seen through the result of the students’ daily test. Some of the efforts had been
done such as they have been taught about vocabularies English for the text, they
had been taught about text related descriptive text, they had been given the strong
motivation to study English and its time is longer than from other subject for four
hours per week, but it is not successful and most of the students could not
understand about descriptive text based on indicators in reading had been taught.
This problem leads them to spend much time to open their dictionary and
to find the meaning of the difficult words. One may have difficulties to
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comprehend a descriptive text because of some problems like unfamiliar code.  As
the result, their average score of the reading is low.
One of the factors that can improve the students’ reading comprehension is
the strategies in learning English. Oxford (1990) has stated that strategies are
particularly important for language learning “because they are tools for active,
self-directed involvement, which is essential for developing communicative
competence. Strategy is the implementation of a set of procedures (tactics) for
accomplishing something and learning strategy is a sequence of procedures for
accomplishing learning. Learning strategies proposed as behaviors and thoughts
that a learner engages in during learning and that are intended to influence the
learner’s encoding process.
To solve the problem above is to use the cooperative method is offered to
use in reading comprehension. There is a technique in cooperative method that
considered in order that appeal students’ reading comprehension, it is Think Pair
Share technique. It was be done to know, what can this technique to improve
achievement of students at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia.
Wendi Diane (2013) states The strength of Think Pair Share (TPS), The
Technique lends itself to inclusion within Guided Reading lessons, where the
focus is on meaningful discussion around text and promotion of the use of
comprehension skills and strategies to foster comprehension. Strategies that foster
cooperative learning have been successful in developing interpersonal skills,
cognitive skills and metacognitive awareness.
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Based the explanation above these problems commonly happen to every
student because their ability in reading is still low. It is necessary to conduct a
research entitled: “THE USE OF THINK PAIR SHARE (TPS) TECHNIQUE
FOR STUDENTS’ READING COMPREHENSION IN DESCRIPTIVE TEXT
AT SMK KESEHATAN PRO SKILL INDONESIA”.
B. Problem of The Research
1. Identification of the Problem
Based on the background of the problem, it is clear the most of English
for Health at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia still got some problem in their
comprehending text. To make it clear, the indentification of the problems is as
follows:
a. What are the students’ difficulties in reading comprehension in
descriptive text?
b. Why do the students get difficulties in reading comprehension in
descriptive text?
c. Why do the students fail to comprehend the descriptive text?
d. How can the teacher  help the students in comprehending the descriptive
text?
e. How do the reading strategies influence the students’ reading
comprehension?
f. Are the teaching reading strategies appropriate in improving students’
reading comprehension?
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2. Limitation of the Problem
To make the problem is clear, it is necessary to limit the problems. This
research focused on using Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique at SMK Kesehatan
Pro Skill Indonesia. The subject of this study is the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan
Pro Skill Indonesia.
3. Formulation of the Problem
Based on of the problems above, the problems of this research are
formulated in the following research questions:
1. How is the students’ reading comprehension taught by using Think
Pair Share (TPS) Technique of the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan Pro
Skill Indonesia ?
2. How is the students’ reading comprehension taught without using
Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique of the tenth grade at SMK
Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia ?
3. Is there any significant difference of students’ reading comprehension
between the use of Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique and without
Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill
Indonesia ?
C. Objective and Significance of the Research
1. Objective of the Research
Objectives of this research are as follow :
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1. To find out how the students’ reading comprehension taught by using
Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique of the tenth grade at SMK
Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia.
2. To find out how the students’ reading comprehension taught without
using Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique of the tenth grade at SMK
Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia.
3. To find out whether or not the significant difference of students’
reading comprehension between the use of Think Pair Share (TPS)
Technique and without Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique at SMK
Kesehatan ProSkill Indonesia.
2. Significance of the Research
1. For the English teacher at the at the tenth grade  at SMK Kesehatan
Pro Skill Indonesia, by implementing this study was expected to be
able to increase  their  knowledge and become  more  creative  in
learning  reading comprehension in the  classroom.
2. It was expected to improve their reading comprehension, especially
in descriptive text.
3. For  the  institution  of the tenth grade of at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill
Indonesia,  it  was hoped to  get  the  advantages  for  improving the
education  quality.
D. Definition of Term
1. According to Nunan (1999), reading is a process of reconstructing
meaning rather than decoding form and the reader only resorts to decode
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if other means fail. He also says that reading is usually conceived of as a
solitary activity in which the reader interacts with the text in isolation.
Most people do silent reading. They need an isolation environment to
comprehend the reading.
2. Mark Tumble (2013) defines Think-pair-share (TPS) is a collaborative
learning strategy in which students work together to solve a problem or
answer a question about an assigned reading. This technique requires
students to (1) think individually about a topic or answer to a question;
and (2) share ideas with classmates. Discussing an answer with a partner
serves to maximize participation, focus attention and engage students in
comprehending the reading material.
3. M. Syafi’I S (2007) states that descriptive text is a text that describes a
particular place, thing or person according to the space and the sentences
that should be arranged in details according to the object being described
or located. The text is focused on a particular subject as a present of an
impression of something looks.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Theoretical Framework
1. Nature of Reading
Reading is one of the four language skills that should be mastered by the
students if they want to understand the text. Reading is very important. Besides,
reading can increase our life skills and extend our knowledge. In addition,
according to Harrison (2004), reading determines how we are able to think, it has
a fundamental effect on the development of the imagination, and thus exerts a
powerful influence on the development of emotion and moral as well as verbal
intelligence.
In English, reading is a complex skill. It is a very crucial element and
main goal of teaching reading.  Peter Westwood (2008) states there are five
reasons why reading is very important in learning. The first, it can help the
learners to think a new language. The second, it can help learner to build better
vocabulary. The third, it can make learner feel more comfortable in writing of the
new language (English). The fourth, reading might be the only way to use English
for those who live in Non- English country. According to Frank Smith (2004),
reading could help if the learner plans the study aboard especially in English
speaking countries. Then, reading should be mastered in order that they can know
the content of reading, especially the text.
Elizabeth S. Pang (2003) Reading is a skill that will empower everyone
who learns it. They will be able to benefit from the store of knowledge in print
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materials and, ultimately, to contribute to that knowledge. Good teaching enables
students to learn to read and read to learn.
Beatrice S. Mikulecky (2008) states that reading is a conscious and
unconscious thinking process. The reader applies many strategies to reconstruct
the meaning that the author assumes to have intending. The reader does this by
comparing the information in the text to his or her background knowledge and
prior experience. Effective reading is essential for success in acquiring a second
language. After all, reading is the basis of instruction in all aspects of language
learning: using textbooks for language courses, writing, revising, developing
vocabulary, acquiring grammar, editing, and using computer-assist language
learning programs. Reading instruction, therefore, is an essential component of
every second-language curriculum. Understanding some important facts about
reading, literacy, and teaching methods is essential for providing effective
instruction in reading.
According to H. Dauglas Brown (2004), there are seven parts of process
in reading that comprises:
1. Recognition
Your knowledge of the alphabetic symbols, this step takes place the
instant before physical reading begins.
2. Assimilation
The physical process by which light is reflected from the word: is
received by the eye: then transmitted, via by the optical nerve, to the
brain.
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3. The equivalence of basic comprehension, referring, to the linking of all
parts of the information being read with all other appropriate parts.
4. Intra-integration
The process in which you bring all of your previous knowledge to
what you read, make appropriate connections, analyze, appreciate,
select and reject.
5. Retention
The basic storage of information. Most readers would have experience
to enter an examination room. Most of the required information during
the two hours periods and recall it only as they leave. Storage, then, is
not enough and must be accompanied by recall.
6. Recall
The ability to get back out of storage that which is needed preferably
when it is needed.
7. Communication
The use to which the information is immediately or eventually put.
Besides proficiency, there are something must be known. It proposes
that we can master term of reading. One term of reading is type of
reading. That includes:
a. Perceptive
It is the level that is talking about the letters, words, punctuation
and other graphic symbols or Bottom-up processing implied.
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b. Selective
This category, the students can give a brief response from the text
intended as well, in other word, a combination of bottom-up and
top-dawn is processed in teaching reading.
c. Interactive
It is a type of reading that stretches language of several paragraphs
to one page or more in which the reader must be in a
psycholinguistic sense, interact the text.
d. Extensive
It is the highest level; the reader has to comprehend text such as;
articles, essays, technical reports, short stories, and books.
Based on all components above, it can be concluded that reading
increases knowledge and information in the text. There are many parts of
processes and types of reading because reading is so complex and the reader can
easily understand the text. Besides, reading is source information to make the
reader know all of the things in the text.
The indicators have a function to make students master reading as follows:
1. Students find topic
2. The students identify main ideas
3. The students identify supporting detail
4. The students identify the reference
5. The students make inference from reading text
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2. Nature of Reading Comprehension
“Reading comprehension is to get meaning from written text, a major
goal of reading instructions is to help students develop the knowledge, skills, and
experiences that they must have to be competent and enthusiastic readers”
(Hedge, 1985). It can be inferred from those statements above that all of experts
say that reading is not just an ordinary activity. Besides reading, the readers are
able to develop their knowledge and get information from what they read. Good
readers mean that they can comprehend and interpret the meaning or the goal the
text.
Rose Wine (2002) states reading comprehension is one of the pillars of
the act of reading. When a person reads a text he engages in a complex array of
cognitive processes. He is simultaneously using his awareness and understanding
of phonemes (individual sound “pieces” in language), phonics (connection
between letters and sounds and the relationship between sounds, letters and
words) and ability to comprehend or construct meaning from the text. It means the
goal of all reading comprehension is ultimately targeted at helping a reader
comprehend text.
The experts have an opinion about the meaning of reading
comprehension. Rulp (2008) mentions that reading comprehension is complex,
interactive and integrative and requires the effective interaction of multiple mental
components for the creation of multiple mental representation of text. It means
that reading comprehension is a complex activity that must be done effectively, as
well as interactively by the readers to get the necessary things state in the text.
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Moreover, Linse (2005) states reading comprehension is an ability to
understand a text by the readers. The readers do not only read the text, but also
understand what the readers read or what the text talks about.  It needs their
knowledge to provide the information so they know the message of the text itself.
From these statements, it is concluded that reading and comprehension are two
things unit to be one, they cannot be separated, and they are in unity. When
readers loose one of the elements, they do not do comprehension yet.
Based on the above definition, it is inferred that reading comprehension
is the ability of understanding and interpreting information in a text correctly with
the major goal of reading instructions is to help students develop the knowledge,
skills, and experiences that they must have to be competent.
3. Nature of Descriptive Text
Descriptive text is text which tells what a person or thing is like. It means
the characteristics of something. Topic us usually about the attributes of a thing.
The generic structure of descriptive text: Identification; identifying the
phenomenon to be described. Description; describing the phenomenon in parts,
qualities, or / and characteristic. According to Wishon and Burk (1980),
description reproduces the way things, look, smell, teste, feel or sound: it may
also evoke moods such as happiness, loneliness, or fear. It is used to create a
visual images of people place, even of unit of time, days, times of day, or seasons.
In a broad sense, description, as explained by Kane (2000), is defined
like in the following sentence: Description is about sensory experience, but
description is about sensory experience – how something looks, sounds, testes.
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Mostly it is about visual experience, but description also deals with other kinds of
perception.
Thus, if we conclude it from Kane’s explanation above, the descriptive
text is meaningful text that describes the experience related to the senses, such as
what shape, sound, taste is. Most descriptive text is about visual experience, but in
fact experience other than the sense of sight, we can also use it to make
descriptive text.
But in particular, the descriptive text is, “…… is a text which says what a
person or a thing is like. Its purpose is to describe and reveal a particular person,
place, or thing.”
So, it can be said that this descriptive text is a text that explains about
whether a person or an object is like, whether its form, its properties, its amount
and others. The purpose of the descriptive text is clear, that is to describe,
represent or reveal a person or an object, either abstract or concrete.
4. Nature of Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique
Think Pair Share is a cooperative learning discussion. It is a simple
technique, but very useful which developed by Frank Lyman of the University of
Maryland.
Think pair share has grown out of the cooperative learning developed by
Frank Lyman (1985) and his colleagues at the University of Maryland. It is an
effective way to change the discourse pattern in a classroom. It challenges the
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assumptions that all recitations or discussions need to be held in whole-group
settings, and it has built-in procedures for giving students more time to think
and to respond and to help each other (Arends, 2009).
This is a simple and quick technique; the instructor develops and poses
questions, gives the students a few minutes to think about a response. The
students can share their ideas with their partner. This task gives them the
opportunity to collect and organize their thoughts. “Pair” and “Share
components encourage learners to compare and contrast their understanding with
those of another and to rehearse their response first in a low-risk situation before
going public with the whole class (Mandal, 2009).
Furthermore, Himmele (2000) states that Think Pair Share is a powerful
tool, it is only as powerful as the prompt on which students are asked to
reflect. Use prompts that require students to analyze the various points of view or
the components that are inherent in your standard target. Ask questions that
require students to explain how these components fit together or affect one
another.
Arends (2009) states that think pair share has grown out of the cooperative
learning developed by Frank Lyman (1985) and his colleagues at the University
of Maryland. It is an effective way to change the discourse pattern in a
classroom. Suppose a teacher has just completed a short presentation or students
have read an assignment or a puzzling situation the teacher has described. The
teacher now wants students to consider more fully what she has explained. She
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chooses to use Think Pair Share Technique rather than whole-group question and
answer.
This technique gives the students to work individually and make
interaction in pairs, then share their ideas or opinions in the whole of the
classroom.
The following steps of applying the technique are:
1. The teacher divides the students into groups. Each group consists
of four students who have to heterogeneous in term academic
ability. It consists medium's students’ ability and low students’
ability.
2. The teacher distributes the reading material and its comprehensive
questions to each student in the classroom.
3. The teacher gives students time for thinking their own answer. The
allocation time should be appropriated with difficulties of reading
material and the numbers of the questions.
4. The teacher chooses a student’s number. The teacher announces
discussion partners. (Example: teacher chooses students 3 and 4 as
the partners and the same time, students 5 and 6 discuss their ideas).
5. The teacher asks the students to pair with their partners to
discuss topic, solution, or opinion.
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6. The teacher asks the students to discuss with another pair in the
group. The last, the teacher asks the students to share their ideas or
opinion in the whole of the classroom after the teacher calls students
randomly system
Azlina (2010) states that think-pair-share also called as multi-mode
discussion. It is a learning technique that provides processing time and builds in
wait-time, which enhances the depth and breadth of thinking. The general idea of
thinking pair share technique is having the students independently think or solve
a problem quietly, then pair up and share their thoughts or solution with someone
nearby.
B. Relevant Research
According to Syafi’I, relevant research is require to observe some
previous research conducted by other writers in which they are relevant to
our research. Besides it can be easy for the writer to accomplish the thesis.
In this thesis, the writer only choose two relevant research related to the
writer’s research using TPS Technique.
1. In 2011, Martina conducted an experimental research entitled “The
Effectiveness of Thing-Pair-Share Strategy toward Students’ Reading
Comprehension at the Second year of SMPN Air Tiris of Kampar
Regency”. She found that the mean of post-test scores of the students’
reading comprehension tauht by using Think-Pair-Share Strategy was
75.53. It was categorized into god. On the other hand, the mean of
post-test scores of students’ reading comprehension thaught by using
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conventional strategy was 62.90. It was categorized into enough. “So,
based on data analysis, students’ reading comprehension who were
taught by using Think-Pair-Share strategy is better than students’
Reading comprehension who were taught by using conventional
strategy.
2. Malik (2011) conducted a research entitled the effectiveness Think
Pair Share method in improving students  reading comprehension of
descriptive text. The research conducted in experimental study that
has a result there is improvement in experiment class after they are
taught using Think Pair Share method.
3. Sormin (2012) conducted a research entitled improving students’
achievement in reading comprehension through Think Pair Share
technique at senior high school. The research conducted in Classroom
Action Research (CAR). It consists of two cycles and each cycle
consists of three meeting. The result of the research showed that TPS
technique can improve students’ reading achievement in reading
comprehension.
C. Operational Concept
The operational concept is derived from related theoretical concepts
on all of variables that should be practiced and empirically operated in
academic writing (Syafi’i, 2016). There are two variables in this research.
The first is Type Think Pair Share as independent variable. The second
Students’ Reading Comprehension on descriptive text as the dependent
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variable. Where the result or achievement of Type Think Pair Share is X
and the result of Reading Comprehension is Y. So here, the purpose of the
research is to find result of these strategies or technique and they are
compared which one is better of both strategies.
The Indicator of Think Pair Share (X)
1. The teacher divide students’ in the group
2. The teacher asks every group to sit in group formation.
3. The teacher asks one student in each group to be a leader.
4. The teacher asks students to discuss about the topic at descriptive
text
5. The teacher allocate a topic for discussion.
6. The teacher allows 30-40 minutes for each group to discuss.
7. The teacher encourage students to analyze the topic.
8. The leader gives information about the topic not only their own
group, but to others group.
The Indicator of Reading Comprehension(Y)
1. The students are able to determine the main idea.
2. The students are able to identify supporting details.
3. The students are able to understand vocabulary in context.
4. The students are able to make inference.
5. The students are able to identify the reference.
D. Assumption and Hypoteses
1. Assumption
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In this research, writer assumes that the result of this research:
a. Think Pair Share is the appropriate technique for teaching
reading comprehension.
b. The characteristic of students’ of reading determine the
effectiveness of using Think Pair Share.
2. Hypotesis
Ha: There is significant effect of using TPS Technique for students’
reading comprehension on the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan Pro-
Skill Indonesia.
Ho: There is no significant effect of using TPS Technique for





A. Method of the Research
The design of the research is a two groups served as an experimental
group and control group. Creswell (2009) states that when individual are not
randomly assigned, the procedure is called quasi experiment. It focuses on
quantitative research. According to L. R Gay (2000), the quasi-experimental
design involved selecting group or more differing on some independent variable
and comparing them on some dependent variable. In this research, there were two
variables. Type think pair share (TPS) technique are independent variable, while
the students’ reading comprehension is a dependent variable. Therefore the
experimental classes are provided with pre-test, and post-test. But only the
experiment class was treated by using think pair share technique. They can be
drawn in the following table:
Table 3.1
The Research Design
E P1 T P2
C P1 - P2
Gay L.R (2006)
E : Experimental Group





B. Subject and  Object of The Research
The subject of the research is the tenth grade students’ of SMK
Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia. The object of the study is The Students’ reading
comprehension by using Think Pair Share (TPS) Technique.
C. Location and Time of The Research
The Research was conducted to the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan Pro-
Skill Indonesia. The Research conducted on January 2019.
D. The Population and Sample of the Research
1. Population of the Research
Sugiyono (2012) states population is composed of the
generalization: object / subject that has quality and certain
characteristics set by the writers to learn and then drawn conclusions.
Based on the above explanation, it is defined the population for this
research is students of at SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia. The
total number of students was 71 students, divide into three classes,
class X Nurse is 21 students, class X Medical Laboratory of Health is
9 students, class  X Pharmacy is 41 students. In this research the class








X. Nursery 21 2 19
X. Medical Laboratory 9 0 9
X Pharmacy 41 10 31
Total 71 12 59
2. Sample of the Research
Based on the population researcher it only took two classes.
One class is the experimental class and one class is control class.
Researcher used cluster random sampling for sampling technique.
According to Gay (2000), “in cluster random sampling, intact groups
not individuals randomly selected. It means that the sample of
population is selected randomly in groups.
The sample for this research consists of two classes of SMK
Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia.
Table 3.3





The steps of this sampling technique are follows:
a) The first step, choosing randomly two from three classes of X
grade of SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia, namely two
classes consist of X Nursery, and X Pharmacy class noted 71
students.
b) The second step is that two classes are divided into one class as
experiment class and one class as control class.
E. Technique of the Collecting Data
There was way to collect data, as follow :
1. Test
To find out by using Think pair share (TPS) on the studens’
reading comprehension at the tenth grade of SMK Kesehatan Pro-
Skill Indonesia, the researcher administer the test to assess
students’ English ability, especially in descriptive text. The test was
administer into two stages. The first was pre test done before doing
the treatment. The second was post test done after doing the
treatment. The researcher measure the total score from the result of
the students’ English reading comprehension test. The
classification of the students’ score is shown below.
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Table 3.4
The Classification of Students’ Score
Score Categories
80 – 100 Very good
66 – 79 Good
56 – 65 Sufficient
40 – 55 Poor
30 – 39 Fail
If the students’ are able to achieve to goal, this means that
assessment of students’ ability needs to be correlated with purposes of
achieving. According Hughes (2003), there are many techniques that
can be assessed to the students’ English reading comprehension, but in
this case, it uses written test. The test consists of pre-test and post-test.
a) Pre-test
The pre-test administered to both experimental and control
class. This test was given to know the students’ reading
comprehension before teacher giving treatment. Kind of pre-test
was teacher provides some different topics. The topics was




The Post Test was given after treatment period; it was given
them a post test to see the result of the treatment using Think Pair
Share (TPS). The question also consisted of 25 questions in which
all questions all about text include descriptive text. The questions
consisted of multiple choice form. The questions in pre test same
as post test. This design was more suitable in experimental related
to the formation of attitude because in this experiment was affect
the treatment.
F. Validity and Reliability of the Test
1. The Validity of the Test
There are several types of validity, those are: Face validity,
content validity, construct validity and criterion validity. In this
research,  content validity is used. Content validity is an instructional
management of the instrument's ability which has been needed a test of
content validity that is tied relationship between item and the aim of the
test. Defining content validity is conducted by the expert.
The procedure of content validity includes:
a. Explaining the component of management instructional capability.
b. Defining indicator which measure from each component,
c. Developing the description of each indicator.
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In general, validity refers to the appropriateness of the test given
or any of its component parts as the measure of what it is supposed to
measure. It means the test is valid to extend that is measured what it is
supposed to measure.
In addition, every test whether it is a short, informal classroom
test or public examination should be as valid as test constructor that can
make it. The instrument of the test must aim at providing a true measure
and useful. Validity is the extent to which inferences made from
assessment results are appropriate, meaningful, and useful in terms of
the purpose of the assessment (Brown, 2003). Validity is important
because it can help determine what types of tests to use, and help to
make sure researchers are using methods that are not only ethical, and
cost-effective, but also a method that truly measures the idea or
construct in question.
Furthermore, Brown says that there are three kinds of validity
(2001). They are content validity, face validity, construct validity. All
of them have different usage and function. While according to Gay
(2000), Validity is the appropriateness of the interpretations made from
test score. There are also three kinds of validity; content validity,
criterion-related validity, and construct validity.
Based on the definition above, to measure whether the test is
valid in this research, the researcher used content validity, which is an
attempt to determine how an individual function in a set of actual
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situations. Rather than placing individuals in each actual situation, a test
was used as a shortcut to determine their behaviors or performances in
the set of situations(Tuckman, 1978).
2. The Reliability of the Test
According to Brown that reliability has to do with accuracy of
measurement (2003).This kind of accuracy is reflected in the obtaining
of similar results when a measurement is repeated on different
occasions or with different instruments or by different persons.
The characteristic of reliability is sometimes termed
consistently. Meaning that, we can say the test is reliable when an
examinee’s result are consistent with repeated measurement. Heaton
explains that reliability is of primary importance in the use of both
public achievement and proficiency test and classroom test. There are
some factors affecting the reliability of a test, they are:
a. The extent of the sample of material selected for testing,
b. The administration of the test is clear, this is an important factor
in deciding reliability.
To obtain the reliability of the test, it must be known the Mean
and Standard deviation of the test. The reliability coefficients for good
identified kinds of structure test and reading comprehension test are
expected to exceed 0.00 and closed 1.00. Heaton states that the
reliability of the test is considered as follows (1988):
a. 0.00-0.20 : Reliability is low
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b. 0.21-0.40 : Reliability is sufficient
c. 0.41-0.70 : Reliability is high
d. >0.70-1.0 : Reliability is very high
To obtain the reliability of the test given, the researcher used K-R
20 formula as follows:
Note:
K :Number of items on the instrument
Pi :Proportion of subjects who answered the items correctly
Qi :Proportion of subjects who answered the items incorrectly
:The multiplication result between p and q
:Total variance (Sugiyono, 2007)
We must first calculate the total variance before:
Note:
N :number of respondents reading comprehension after and before
students has been given technique.
G. Tecnique of Data Analysis
1. Normality and homogenity of the test
Before analyzing the data by using t-test forrmula, the
researcher will find out the normality test of the data. The normality test
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of the data is analyzed by using kolmogorov-smirnov with spss 16.0
version.
Alaysis :
Ho : Data is normally distributed
Ha : Data is abnormally distributed
If probably (sig) > 0.05, Ho ia accepted
If probbaly (sig) < 0.05, Ho is rejected
Then the researcher will find out the homgenity of the test. To analyze
the homogenity is using comparing sig, based on trimmed mean with
0.05.
Analysis :
(sig) > 0.05, Ho is homogenous
(sig) < 0.05, Ho is not homogenos
2. Independent Sample T-Test
To find out whether there was a significant difference or there
was no significant difference between two or more variables can be
analyzed by using an Independent Sample t test. Gay adds that the t-
test for independent sample is used to determine whether there is
probable a significant difference between the means of two
independent samples. The data were analyzed by using some
techniques to find out the information about students’ reading
comprehension by using Think Pair Share Technique in experimental
classes.
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To analyze the final-test scores of the experimental group and
the control group, the researcher uses the following formula:
1.
Where :
T =  The value of comparing two means
=   Mean of the score in pre-test
= Mean of the score in post-test
Standard deviation of control group
N1 =Number of the sample in pre-test
N2 =Number of the sample in post-test
1 =The constant number
The t-table has the function to see if there was a significant difference
between the mean of the score of both experimental and control groups. The t-
obtained value was consult with the value of the t - table at the degree of freedom
(df) = (N1+N2)-2 which is statistically hypothesis:
Ha: to > t-table
Ho: to < t-table
Ha is accepted if to > t-table or there is significant effect of using Think Pair
Share (TPS) Technique Technique for students reading comprehension in
Descriptive Text at SMK Kesehatan Pro Skill Indonesia.
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Ho is accepted if to< t-table or there is no significant effect Think Pair Share
(TPS) Technique Technique for students reading comprehension in Descriptive





This research consisted of two variables. They are the use of Think Pair
Share technique (independent variable) and the students’ Reading Comprehension
(dependent variable). At this part, the researcher concludes based on what has
been discussed in the previous chapter. The mean score of post-test in control
class is 63.80 and the mean score of post test in experiment class  is 73.33.  Thus,
in conclusions students’ reading comprehension that was taught without using
think pair share technique is lower those by using Think Pair Share technique or
the students’ Reading Comprehension that was taught by using Think Pair Share
technique is better than without using Think Pair Share technique, and the last
Think Pair Share technique gives significant effect to students’ Reading
Comprehension of the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia.
Thus, teaching English by using Think Pair Share of the tenth grade
students’ of state SMK Kesehatan Indonesia is successful to improve their reading
comprehension.
B. The Suggestion
1. Think Pair Share Technique might be implemented as one of the teaching
technique for the English teacher to help students’ Reading
Comprehension to read Descriptive text.
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2. In effort to improve the students’ reading comprehension, teacher must be
creative to manage the technique to be used in Descriptive text. Based on
the research finding, there was significant difference between students’
Reading Comprehension in Descriptive text with using and without using
Think Pair Share technique of the tenth grade at SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill
Indonesia. Thus, the teacher can apply this technique in teaching reading.
3. For the students, they have should be interested in Reading. The students
are hoped to be creative in Reading English and pay attention to the
teacher that explain the material. Try to read in English and enjoy learning
English with help from the teacher much of the time.
4. For the readers and other individuals, it is recommended to use this thesis
as one of the references in finding information about Think Pair Share and
Reading Comprehension.
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LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMENTAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 1 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 





Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 
right and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 Orchard Road 
 Orchard Road is a Boulevard which becomes business and entertainment 
center in Singapore. Orchard Road is surrounded by a lush tropical and flower 
gardens which are beautiful. At first, Orchard Road is just a suburban street lined 
with orchards, plantations nutmeg, and pepper farming. However, in the 1970s, it 
turned into a shopping center in Singapore. In 1960 and 1970 entertainment 
industries began to enter this road. Shopping centers such as mall and Plaza was built 
in 1974. 
 Orchard Road runs along about 2.2 km. This road is one-way street flanked 
by a variety of shopping malls, hotels and restaurants. The shopping area which is 
nearly 800,000 square meters provides a wide range of Things, food, and 
entertainment. In this area there are many options that can satisfy visitors from all 
walks of life starting from the luxury branded things to the Popular branded, from 
exclusive restaurants to fast food. 
 There are so many ways that can be accessed to get to Orchard road such as: 
by taxi, bus or drive your own car. For those who are driving to Orchard Road can 
be entered from the west through the Napier Road. Vehicles from Dunearn Road can 
turn to left at the intersection of the Marriott Hotel junction. Vehicles that come from 
Paterson can turn right onto Orchard Road. Orchard is always crowded so you have 
to be careful in order not to get lost. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students give attention to the teacher 
- The students give some question about historical building (Orchard Road) 
- Teacher divide students in to some group  
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are able 
to determine the main 
idea. 
2. The students are able 
to identify supporting 
details. 




4. The students are able 
to make inferences 
5. The students are able 
to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The text mainly 
focuses on…… 
b. Words “it” in 
line 4 refers to? 
c. Which statement 
is TRUE? 




e. The word 
“satisfy” in line 








LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMETAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 2 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 




Paris is the capital of a European nation, France. It is also one of the most 
beautiful and most famous cities in the world.  
Paris is called the city of Light. It is also an international fashion center. What 
stylish women are wearing in Paris will be worn by women all over the world. Paris 
is also famous for its world center of education. For instance, it is the headquarters 
of UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
The Seine River divides the city into two parts. Thirty-two bridges cross this 
scenic river. The oldest and perhaps the most well-known is Pon Neuf, which was 
built in the sixteenth century. Sorbonne, a famous university, is located on the left 
bank (south side) of the river. The beautiful white church Sacre Coeur lies on the top 
of hill called Montmartre on the right bank (north side) of the Seine. 
There are many other famous places in Paris, such as the famous museum the 
Louvre as well the cathedral of Notre Dame. However, the most famous landmark in 
this city must be the Eiffel Tower. 
Paris is named after a group of people called the Parisii. They built a small 
village on an island in the middle of the Seine River about two thousand years ago. 
This island is called lie de la Cite. It is where Notre Dame located. Today around 
eight million people live in Paris area.   
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting 
details. 





4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify 
the reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The fifth paragraph 
tells …. 
b. What is the oldest 
and most well 
known part of the 
city? 
c. From the text we 
know that Notre 
Dame is located .… 
d. What is generic 
structure of the text 
above? 
e. How many people 






LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMENTAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 3 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 




 Petruk cave is one of the leading tourist attractions in Kebumen, Central Java. 
The cave is located in the dukuh Mandayana Candirenggo Village, Ayah District, 
Kebumen regency. In the petruk cave there is no lighting that illuminates the cave. It 
is still very natural cave so that petruk cave is very dark to be entered. Petruk cave’s 
name is taken from the punokawan of puppet characters that is Petruk. The cave 
Named Petruk cave because the length of cave is as long as petruk’s nose. 
 In the cave there are 3 floors that are the first is a basic cave, Hindu caves and 
Petruk cave. The base cave is a short cave which is just 100 meters away. The cave 
is used for tourist attractions. Hindu cave is part of the cave that is usually used to 
put offerings to the ancestor. Inside Petruk cave there are so many stalactites and 
stalagmites which are really awesome. If you want to explore this cave, you must be 
led by guides who are ready to take you through the cave. After arriving at the end 
of the cave, you can see the beach or waterfall located near at the end of the cave. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students give attention to the teacher 
- The students give some question about historical building (Petruk Cave) 
- Teacher divide students in to some group  
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. What is the text 
purpose? 
b. Why did Petruk 
cave named as one 
of character in 
Punokawan puppet? 
c. Which part of 
Petruk Cave which 
used for place to put 
foods for ancestor? 
d. What is stalactites 
means? 
e. What is “lead” 
means in paragraph 
2? 
 
L. Explenation of score : 
Every correct answer will get 20. Maximal score is 20 x 5 
 
20 
Maximum total score 100 
 
Score : True Score x 100 




LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMENTAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 4 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 
right and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films 
directed by Peter Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. 
Tolkien, with large portions of the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return 
of the King, which expand on the story told in The Hobbit, as well as new material 
and characters written especially for the films. The films are subtitled An Unexpected 
Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of the Five Armies 
(2014). 
 The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and 
Guillermo del Toro, who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from 
the project. The films take place in the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years 
before the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins 
(Martin Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey (Ian McKellen) 
to accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), on 
a quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict 
Cumberbatch). The films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other 
source material, such as Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of 
Azog and Bolg, who seek vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. 
 The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, 
New Zealand on 28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red 
carpet on Courtenay Place, and the entire event was broadcast live on television in 
New Zealand and streamed over the Internet. The second film of the series premiered 
at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 December 2013. The third and 
final film premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 2014. 
 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 




2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting 
details. 





4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify 
the reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The Hobbit is a movie 
which is based on a 
book whose author 
is… 
b. They are based on 
the… (Paragraph 1). 
The word “they” in the 
sentence refers to… 
c. The films take place in 
the fictional world… 
(Paragraph 2). The 
antonym of “fictional” 
is… 
d. If the Lord of the Ring 
takes place on 1150, 
when will probably 
The Hobbit film takes 
place? 
e. How many people that 
lined in the red carpet 
on the first premiered 






LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMENTAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 5 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 
right and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films 
directed by Peter Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. 
Tolkien, with large portions of the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return 
of the King, which expand on the story told in The Hobbit, as well as new material 
and characters written especially for the films. The films are subtitled An Unexpected 
Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of the Five Armies 
(2014). 
 The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and 
Guillermo del Toro, who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from 
the project. The films take place in the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years 
before the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins 
(Martin Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey (Ian McKellen) 
to accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), on 
a quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict 
Cumberbatch). The films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other 
source material, such as Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of 
Azog and Bolg, who seek vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. 
 The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, 
New Zealand on 28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red 
carpet on Courtenay Place, and the entire event was broadcast live on television in 
New Zealand and streamed over the Internet. The second film of the series premiered 
at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 December 2013. The third and 
final film premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 2014. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting 
details. 





4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify 
the reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. What did the Wizard 
want Bilbo to do in 
the movie? 
b. The role of the 
dwarves’ leader is 
played by? 
c. …who seek 
vengeance against 
Thorin and his 
ancestors. (Paragraph 
2). The synonym of 
vengeance. 
d. …who seek 
vengeance against 
Thorin and his 
ancestors. (Paragraph 
2). The word “his” in 
the sentence refers 
to… 
e. Which of the 
following statement 





LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIMENTAL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 6 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2 Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skill 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 
right and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 Wingo Island 
The Island of Wingo is by the island of Singa. In the water around Wingo Island, 
there are hundreds of sharks. They are so many that the water bubbles like a 
whirlpool. People can only get to Wingo Island by boat. The boat has a rocket on 
it. The rocket takes people over the sharks and onto the island. Wingo Island has no 
sand but it has green moss. At night the moss sparkles like stars. Tall stars called 
Fruji grow everywhere The Fruji tress have purple leaves at the top and yellow fruit 
all over them. When a fruit falls off, another tree grows in a minute. 
The Weather on Wingo Island is very hot but at twelve o’clock, everyday, it 
rains. Sometimes, there are windstorms. They happen when too many animals fly 
around at the same time. People who stay on Wingo Island sleep in a big-gloo. It is 
like an igloo but it is on long poles. It has a ladder to get up and a slide to come 
down. The big-gloo has a moss bed, chairs, and tables that are made of Fruji tress. 
There is no television on Wingo Island. So is the telephone and computer. It is place 
to listen to the leaves whispering. It is a place to lie on soft green moss and look at 
the clouds. It is really a place to dream. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. Fruji is the … on 
Wingo Island. 
b. What are the chairs 
and tables in that 
island made of? 
c. What causes 
windstorms at 
Wingo? 
d. Where do the 
people of the island 
live in? 
e. According to 
passage, which of 



















LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 1 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 
and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 Orchard Road 
 Orchard Road is a Boulevard which becomes business and entertainment center 
in Singapore. Orchard Road is surrounded by a lush tropical and flower gardens which 
are beautiful. At first, Orchard Road is just a suburban street lined with orchards, 
plantations nutmeg, and pepper farming. However, in the 1970s, it turned into a 
shopping center in Singapore. In 1960 and 1970 entertainment industries began to enter 
this road. Shopping centers such as mall and Plaza was built in 1974. 
 Orchard Road runs along about 2.2 km. This road is one-way street flanked by 
a variety of shopping malls, hotels and restaurants. The shopping area which is nearly 
800,000 square meters provides a wide range of Things, food, and entertainment. In 
this area there are many options that can satisfy visitors from all walks of life starting 
from the luxury branded things to the Popular branded, from exclusive restaurants to 
fast food. 
 There are so many ways that can be accessed to get to Orchard road such as: by 
taxi, bus or drive your own car. For those who are driving to Orchard Road can be 
entered from the west through the Napier Road. Vehicles from Dunearn Road can turn 
to left at the intersection of the Marriott Hotel junction. Vehicles that come from 
Paterson can turn right onto Orchard Road. Orchard is always crowded so you have to 
be careful in order not to get lost. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity ( 60 minutes)  
- The students give attention to the teacher 
- The students give some question about historical building (Orchard Road) 
- Teacher divide students in to some group  
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The text mainly 
focuses on…… 
b. Words “it” in line 
4 refers to? 
c. Which statement 
is TRUE? 




e. The word “satisfy” 
in line eighth has 
the closet meaning 
with? 
 
L. Explenation of score : 
No Description Score 
1 - 5 True answer 20 
 False answer 0 
Maximum total score 100 
 









LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 2 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 




Paris is the capital of a European nation, France. It is also one of the most 
beautiful and most famous cities in the world.  
Paris is called the city of Light. It is also an international fashion center. What 
stylish women are wearing in Paris will be worn by women all over the world. Paris is 
also famous for its world center of education. For instance, it is the headquarters of 
UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
The Seine River divides the city into two parts. Thirty-two bridges cross this 
scenic river. The oldest and perhaps the most well-known is Pon Neuf, which was built 
in the sixteenth century. Sorbonne, a famous university, is located on the left bank 
(south side) of the river. The beautiful white church Sacre Coeur lies on the top of hill 
called Montmartre on the right bank (north side) of the Seine. 
There are many other famous places in Paris, such as the famous museum the 
Louvre as well the cathedral of Notre Dame. However, the most famous landmark in 
this city must be the Eiffel Tower. 
Paris is named after a group of people called the Parisii. They built a small 
village on an island in the middle of the Seine River about two thousand years ago. This 
island is called lie de la Cite. It is where Notre Dame located. Today around eight 
million people live in Paris area.   
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity ( 70 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (10 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The fifth paragraph 
tells …. 
b. What is the oldest 
and most well known 
part of the city? 
c. From the text we 
know that Notre 
Dame is located .… 
d. What is generic 
structure of the text 
above? 
e. How many people 
live in Paris ? 
 
L. Explenation of score : 
No Description Score 
1 - 5 True answer 20 
 False answer 0 
Maximum total score 100 










LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 2 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 




Paris is the capital of a European nation, France. It is also one of the most 
beautiful and most famous cities in the world.  
Paris is called the city of Light. It is also an international fashion center. What 
stylish women are wearing in Paris will be worn by women all over the world. Paris is 
also famous for its world center of education. For instance, it is the headquarters of 
UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
The Seine River divides the city into two parts. Thirty-two bridges cross this 
scenic river. The oldest and perhaps the most well-known is Pon Neuf, which was built 
in the sixteenth century. Sorbonne, a famous university, is located on the left bank 
(south side) of the river. The beautiful white church Sacre Coeur lies on the top of hill 
called Montmartre on the right bank (north side) of the Seine. 
There are many other famous places in Paris, such as the famous museum the 
Louvre as well the cathedral of Notre Dame. However, the most famous landmark in 
this city must be the Eiffel Tower. 
Paris is named after a group of people called the Parisii. They built a small 
village on an island in the middle of the Seine River about two thousand years ago. This 
island is called lie de la Cite. It is where Notre Dame located. Today around eight 
million people live in Paris area.   
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity ( 70 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (10 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The fifth paragraph 
tells …. 
b. What is the oldest 
and most well known 
part of the city? 
c. From the text we 
know that Notre 
Dame is located .… 
d. What is generic 
structure of the text 
above? 
e. How many people 
live in Paris ? 
 
L. Explenation of score : 
No Description Score 
1 - 5 True answer 20 
 False answer 0 
Maximum total score 100 










LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 3 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 




 Petruk cave is one of the leading tourist attractions in Kebumen, Central Java. 
The cave is located in the dukuh Mandayana Candirenggo Village, Ayah District, 
Kebumen regency. In the petruk cave there is no lighting that illuminates the cave. It is 
still very natural cave so that petruk cave is very dark to be entered. Petruk cave’s name 
is taken from the punokawan of puppet characters that is Petruk. The cave Named 
Petruk cave because the length of cave is as long as petruk’s nose. 
 In the cave there are 3 floors that are the first is a basic cave, Hindu caves and 
Petruk cave. The base cave is a short cave which is just 100 meters away. The cave is 
used for tourist attractions. Hindu cave is part of the cave that is usually used to put 
offerings to the ancestor. Inside Petruk cave there are so many stalactites and 
stalagmites which are really awesome. If you want to explore this cave, you must be 
led by guides who are ready to take you through the cave. After arriving at the end of 
the cave, you can see the beach or waterfall located near at the end of the cave. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity ( 60 minutes)  
- The students give attention to the teacher 
- The students give some question about historical building (Petruk Cave) 
- Teacher divide students in to some group  
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (10 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify the 
reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. What is the text 
purpose? 
b. Why did Petruk cave 
named as one of 
character in 
Punokawan puppet? 
c. Which part of Petruk 
Cave which used for 
place to put foods for 
ancestor? 
d. What is stalactites 
means? 
e. What is “lead” 
means in paragraph 
2? 
 
L. Explenation of score : 
No Description Score 
1 - 5 True answer 20 
 False answer 0 
Maximum total score 100 










LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 4 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 
and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films 
directed by Peter Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. 
Tolkien, with large portions of the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return of 
the King, which expand on the story told in The Hobbit, as well as new material and 
characters written especially for the films. The films are subtitled An Unexpected 
Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of the Five Armies 
(2014). 
 The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and 
Guillermo del Toro, who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from the 
project. The films take place in the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years before 
the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Martin 
Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey (Ian McKellen) to 
accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), on a quest 
to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict Cumberbatch). The 
films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other source material, such 
as Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of Azog and Bolg, who seek 
vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. 
 The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, 
New Zealand on 28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red carpet 
on Courtenay Place, and the entire event was broadcast live on television in New 
Zealand and streamed over the Internet. The second film of the series premiered at the 
Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 December 2013. The third and final film 
premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 2014. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (60 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (10 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 












a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. The Hobbit is a movie 
which is based on a book 
whose author is… 
b. They are based on the… 
(Paragraph 1). The word 
“they” in the sentence refers 
to… 
c. The films take place in the 
fictional world… (Paragraph 
2). The antonym of 
“fictional” is… 
d. If the Lord of the Ring takes 
place on 1150, when will 
probably The Hobbit film 
takes place? 
e. How many people that lined 
in the red carpet on the first 




LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ 1 
Meeting   : 5 
Time          : 2 x 45 Menit 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual knowledge, 
conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif appropriate with scope and the 
study / work (English) at technique level, specific, detail, and complex, in 
connection with knowledge, technology, art, culture, and the humanities in 
context to improve own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional 
citizen, and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure and solve the 
problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, creatively, 
productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, communicatively, and 
solutifely in the abstract area related with improved from what they learned in 
school, and can implement the specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, right 
and agree with the context communicatively. 
 
F. Materials 
 The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films 
directed by Peter Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. 
Tolkien, with large portions of the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return of 
the King, which expand on the story told in The Hobbit, as well as new material and 
characters written especially for the films. The films are subtitled An Unexpected 
Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of the Five Armies 
(2014). 
 The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and 
Guillermo del Toro, who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from the 
project. The films take place in the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years before 
the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Martin 
Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey (Ian McKellen) to 
accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), on a quest 
to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict Cumberbatch). The 
films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other source material, such 
as Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of Azog and Bolg, who seek 
vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. 
 The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, 
New Zealand on 28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red carpet 
on Courtenay Place, and the entire event was broadcast live on television in New 
Zealand and streamed over the Internet. The second film of the series premiered at the 
Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 December 2013. The third and final film 
premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 2014. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
 
• Main Activity (60 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (10 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Media 
Tools     : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting details. 
3. The students are 
able to understand 
vocabulary in 
contexts. 
4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 












a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. What did the Wizard want 
Bilbo to do in the movie? 
b. The role of the dwarves’ 
leader is played by? 
c. …who seek vengeance 
against Thorin and his 
ancestors. (Paragraph 2). 
The synonym of vengeance. 
d. …who seek vengeance 
against Thorin and his 
ancestors. (Paragraph 2). 
The word “his” in the 
sentence refers to… 
e. Which of the following 
statement is false according 













LESSON PLAN OF CONTROL CLASS 
 
A. Education program identity, include: 
 
School   : SMK Kesehatan Pro-Skill Indonesia 
Subject   : English 
Class / Semester : X/ I 
Meeting   : 6 
Time          : 3 x 45 Minutes 
 
B. Core Competence (KI) 
3. Knowledge Understanding, applying, analyzing, and evaluated about faktual 
knowledge, conseptual, basic operation, and metacognitif 
appropriate with scope and the study / work (English) at technique 
level, specific, detail, and complex, in connection with knowledge, 
technology, art, culture, and the humanities in context to improve 
own self sas part of  family, school, work place, regional citizen, 
and international. 
4. Skill 3.  Execute specific task using tools, information, and work procedure 
and solve the problem with the scope / work. 
 
Indicate reason skill, process, and dish up with effectively, 
creatively, productively, critically, independently, collaboratively, 
communicatively, and solutifely in the abstract area related with 
improved from what they learned in school, and can implement the 
specific task under control. 
 
C. Basic Competence  
3 Basic Competence at Core Competence Knowledge 
3.4 Differentiate social function, text structure, and some language elements from 
descriptive text with giving or asking short information about people, thing and 
place appropriate with user context at company. 
4 Basic Competence at Core Competence skill 
4.4 Descriptive text 
4.4.1 Can understand contextually about social function, text structure, and basic of 
language from descriptive text about people, thing and place. 
4.4.2  Design the descriptive text about people, thing, and place with give attention 
social function, text structure and basic language, right and agree with context. 
 
D. Achievements indicator competence 
3.4 Indicator Basic Competence 
3.4.1 Understanding sosial function, text structure, an basic language from simple 
descriptive text about people, thing, and place with fuctional context in 
company. 
  
Indicator Basic Competence at Core Competence Skil 
4.4.1 Understand meaning of the text with all sort of reading strategy. 
4.4.2 Arrange descriptive text about people, thing, and place, with attention social 
function, text structure, and basic of  language, right and agree with the context. 
 
E. Objective of Learning 
Students can expect: 
1. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about people appropriate with user context in company. 
2. Understand social function, text structure, and basic language of descriptive text 
about thing and place appropriate with user context in company. 
3. Understand the meaning of the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively.  
4. Practicing write the text using all sort of reading strategy creatively. 
5. With practicing, students arrange oral descriptive text short and simple about 
people, thing and place. 
6. With practicing, students arrange written descriptive text about people, thing and 
place, with give attention to social function, text structure, and basic language, 





The Island of Wingo is by the island of Singa. In the water around Wingo Island, 
there are hundreds of sharks. They are so many that the water bubbles like a 
whirlpool. People can only get to Wingo Island by boat. The boat has a rocket on 
it. The rocket takes people over the sharks and onto the island. Wingo Island has no 
sand but it has green moss. At night the moss sparkles like stars. Tall stars called 
Fruji grow everywhere The Fruji tress have purple leaves at the top and yellow fruit 
all over them. When a fruit falls off, another tree grows in a minute. 
The Weather on Wingo Island is very hot but at twelve o’clock, everyday, it 
rains. Sometimes, there are windstorms. They happen when too many animals fly 
around at the same time. People who stay on Wingo Island sleep in a big-gloo. It is 
like an igloo but it is on long poles. It has a ladder to get up and a slide to come 
down. The big-gloo has a moss bed, chairs, and tables that are made of Fruji tress. 
There is no television on Wingo Island. So is the telephone and computer. It is 
place to listen to the leaves whispering. It is a place to lie on soft green moss and 
look at the clouds. It is really a place to dream. 
 
G. Teaching learning strategies 
• Technique : Scientific Approach 
• Model       : Discovery Learning 
• Method     : Discussion 
 
H. Teaching learning activities 
• Pre- activity (13 minutes) 
- Greeting and Praying 
- Organize the class  
- Asking some questions related to Basic Competence 
• Main Activity (102 minutes)  
- The students read and understand text  
- The students looking for main idea in text 
- The students make group and discus the topic and demonstrated the result. 
- The students compare the result with the other group 
- The students do exercise or answer the question that is given the teacher 
 
• Post activity (20 minutes) 
- Asking difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives feedback to the students 
- The teacher evaluates difficulties of students 
- The teacher gives conclusion about material 
 
I. Tools and Media 
Tools   : Whiteboard, marker, Laptop, Projector 
Media  : Slide PPT 
 
J. Source 




Technique  : Reading Test 
Form   : Multiple choice 
Indicator 
Assessment 
Technique Form Example of item 
1. The students are 
able to determine 
the main idea. 
2. The students are 
able to identify 
supporting 
details. 





4. The students are 
able to make 
inferences 
5. The students are 
able to identify 
the reference. 
a. Written test  
b. Written test 
c. Written test 
d. Written test 
e. Written test 
a. Answer the 
question  
b. Answer the 
question 
c. Answer the 
question 
d. Answer the 
question 
e. Answer the 
question 
a. Fruji is the … on 
Wingo Island. 
b. What are the chairs 
and tables in that 
island made of? 
c. What causes 
windstorms at 
Wingo? 
d. Where do the people 
of the island live in? 
e. According to 
passage, which of the 














Choose the correct answer by A, B, C, or D ! 
Read the text to answer questions number 1 to 5. 
Paris 
Paris is the capital of a European nation, France. It is also one of the most beautiful and 
most famous cities in the world. 
Paris is called the city of Light. It is also an international fashion center. What stylish 
women are wearing in Paris will be worn by women all over the world. Paris is also famous for its 
world center of education. For instance, it is the headquarters of UNESCO, the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
The Seine River divides the city into two parts. Thirty-two bridges cross this scenic river. 
The oldest and perhaps the most well-known is Pon Neuf, which was built in the sixteenth century. 
Sorbonne, a famous university, is located on the left bank (south side) of the river. The beautiful 
white church Sacre Coeur lies on the top of hill called Montmartre on the right bank (north side) 
of the Seine. 
There are many other famous places in Paris, such as the famous museum the Louvre as 
well the cathedral of Notre Dame. However, the most famous landmark in this city must be the 
Eiffel Tower. 
Paris is named after a group of people called the Parisii. They built a small village on an 
island in the middle of the Seine River about two thousand years ago. This island is called lie de 
la Cite. It is where Notre Dame located. Today around eight million people live in Paris area.   
1. The fifth paragraph tells …. 
     A. The origin of the word Paris  
     B. About the Paris 
     C. The location of Notre Dame 
     D. A village built a thousand years ago 
2. What is the oldest and most well known part of the city? 
     A. The Seine River 
     B. The Pont Neuf  
     C. The Sorbonne 
     D. The right bank 
3. From the text we know that Notre Dame is located .… 
     A. Near left Louvre  
     B. On the left bank 
     C. On the right bank 
     D. Outside the city of Paris 
4. What is generic structure of the text above? 
     A. Orientation-Complication-Resolution 
     B. Classification-Description 
     C. Identification-Description  
     D. Orientation-Description 
5. How many people live in Paris ? 
     A. Ten million      
     B. Nine million 
     C. Eight million  
     D. One million 
Read the following text to answer questions number 6 to 10. 
Orchard Road 
Orchard Road is a Boulevard which becomes business and entertainment center in 
Singapore. Orchard Road is surrounded by a lush tropical and flower gardens which are beautiful. 
At first, Orchard Road is just a suburban street lined with orchards, plantations nutmeg, and pepper 
farming. However, in the 1970s, it turned into a shopping center in Singapore. In 1960 and 1970 
entertainment industries began to enter this road. Shopping centers such as mall and Plaza was 
built in 1974. 
Orchard Road runs along about 2.2 km. This road is one-way street flanked by a variety of 
shopping malls, hotels and restaurants. The shopping area which is nearly 800,000 square meters 
provides a wide range of Things, food, and entertainment. In this area there are many options that 
can satisfy visitors from all walks of life starting from the luxury branded things to the Popular 
branded, from exclusive restaurants to fast food. 
There are so many ways that can be accessed to get to Orchard road such as: by taxi, bus 
or drive your own car. For those who are driving to Orchard Road can be entered from the west 
through the Napier Road. Vehicles from Dunearn Road can turn to left at the intersection of the 
Marriott Hotel junction. Vehicles that come from Paterson can turn right onto Orchard Road. 
Orchard is always crowded so you have to be careful in order not to get lost. 
6. The text mainly focuses on…… 
A. Singapore 
B. Orchard Plantation 
C. Plaza and Mall 
D. Orchard road as business and entertainment center 
7. Words “it” in line 4 refers to? 
A. The plantation 
B. The plaza 
C. Singapore 
D. Suburban street 
8. Which statement is TRUE? 
A. At first Orchard Road is a crowded settlement 
B. Orchard road became business and entertainment center since 1974 
C. Vehicles from Dunrean road turn to the left at intersection of the Marriott Hotel junction 
D. Orchard road is infamous place at Singapore 
9. In the third paragraph the writer describes about? 
A. The location of Orchard Road 
C. The direction to get to Orchard Road 
D. The history of Orchard Road 





Read the following text to answer questions number 11 to 15. 
Petruk Cave 
Petruk cave is one of the leading tourist attractions in Kebumen, Central Java. The cave is 
located in the dukuh Mandayana Candirenggo Village, Ayah District, Kebumen regency. In the 
petruk cave there is no lighting that illuminates the cave. It is still very natural cave so that petruk 
cave is very dark to be entered. Petruk cave’s name is taken from the punokawan of puppet 
characters that is Petruk. The cave Named Petruk cave because the length of cave is as long as 
petruk’s nose. 
In the cave there are 3 floors that are the first is a basic cave, Hindu caves and Petruk cave. 
The base cave is a short cave which is just 100 meters away. The cave is used for tourist attractions. 
Hindu cave is part of the cave that is usually used to put offerings to the ancestor. Inside Petruk 
cave there are so many stalactites and stalagmites which are really awesome. If you want to explore 
this cave, you must be led by guides who are ready to take you through the cave. After arriving at 
the end of the cave, you can see the beach or waterfall located near at the end of the cave. 
11. What is the text purpose? 
A. To inform readers about tourism in Kebumen 
B. To entertain reader about Petruk Cave 
C. To explain the reader about floors in Petruk Cave 
D. To describe Petruk Cave 
12. Why did Petruk cave named as one of character in Punokawan puppet? 
A. Because the cave is belong to Petruk 
B. Because Petruk is the first explorer of the cave 
C. Because the cave’s length is as long as Petruk’s nose 
D. Because the cave’s depth is as deep as Petruk’s hair 
13. Which part of Petruk Cave which used for place to put foods for ancestor? 
A. In the basic cave 
B. In petruk cave 
C. In Hindu cave 
D. In front of the cave 
14. What is stalactites means? 
A. A type of formation that hangs from the ceiling of caves 
B. Types of formation that lay on the floor of caves 
C. Types of food given to ancestor 
D. Someone who guide the visitor in the cave 





Read the following text to answer questions number 16 to 25. 
The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films directed by Peter 
Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien, with large portions of 
the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return of the King, which expand on the story told 
in The Hobbit, as well as new material and characters written especially for the films. The films 
are subtitled An Unexpected Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of 
the Five Armies (2014). 
The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and Guillermo del Toro, 
who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from the project. The films take place in 
the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years before the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and 
follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey 
(Ian McKellen) to accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), 
on a quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict Cumberbatch). The 
films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other source material, such as 
Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of Azog and Bolg, who seek vengeance 
against Thorin and his ancestors. 
The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, New Zealand on 
28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red carpet on Courtenay Place, and 
the entire event was broadcast live on television in New Zealand and streamed over the Internet. 
The second film of the series premiered at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 
December 2013. The third and final film premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 
2014. 
16. The Hobbit is a movie which is based on a book whose author is… 
A. Jackson 
B. Tolkien 
C. Peter Tolkien 
D. J.R.R Jackson 
17. They are based on the… (Paragraph 1). The word “they” in the sentence refers to… 
A. The Hobbit books 
B. The Hobbit actors 
C. Adventure series films 
D. The Hobbit film series 















21. What did the Wizard want Bilbo to do in the movie? 
A. To join the dwarves’ journey 
B. To take care of the dwarves 
C. To accompany him to meet smaug 
D. To accompany dwarves and smug to the lonely mountain 
22. The role of the dwarves’ leader is played by? 
A. Thorin Oakenshield 
B. Bilbo Baggins 
C. Richard Armitage 
D. Ian McKellen 






24. …who seek vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. (Paragraph 2). The word “his” in the 
sentence refers to… 
A. Azoh 
B. Bolg 
C. Thorin and ancestors 
D. Thorin 
25. Which of the following statement is false according to the text? 
A. The premiers of the hobbit movies were held in the different places of the same country 
B. The Hobbit movies consists of three epic adventurous film that were released on different 
years 
C. The first series of The Hobbit wasn’t premiered in Europe 
D. The Third series of the Hobbit was premiered in a country of an European continent 
READING COMPREHENSION 
POST-TEST  
Choose the correct answer by A, B, C, or D ! 
Read the following text to answer questions number 1 to 5. 
Petruk Cave 
Petruk cave is one of the leading tourist attractions in Kebumen, Central Java. The cave is 
located in the dukuh Mandayana Candirenggo Village, Ayah District, Kebumen regency. In the 
petruk cave there is no lighting that illuminates the cave. It is still very natural cave so that petruk 
cave is very dark to be entered. Petruk cave’s name is taken from the punokawan of puppet 
characters that is Petruk. The cave Named Petruk cave because the length of cave is as long as 
petruk’s nose. 
In the cave there are 3 floors that are the first is a basic cave, Hindu caves and Petruk cave. 
The base cave is a short cave which is just 100 meters away. The cave is used for tourist attractions. 
Hindu cave is part of the cave that is usually used to put offerings to the ancestor. Inside Petruk 
cave there are so many stalactites and stalagmites which are really awesome. If you want to explore 
this cave, you must be led by guides who are ready to take you through the cave. After arriving at 
the end of the cave, you can see the beach or waterfall located near at the end of the cave. 
1. What is the text purpose? 
A. To inform readers about tourism in Kebumen 
B. To entertain reader about Petruk Cave 
C. To explain the reader about floors in Petruk Cave 
D. To describe Petruk Cave 
2. Why did Petruk cave named as one of character in Punokawan puppet? 
A. Because the cave is belong to Petruk 
B. Because Petruk is the first explorer of the cave 
C. Because the cave’s length is as long as Petruk’s nose 
D. Because the cave’s depth is as deep as Petruk’s hair 
3. Which part of Petruk Cave which used for place to put foods for ancestor? 
A. In the basic cave 
B. In petruk cave 
C. In Hindu cave 
D. In front of the cave 
4. What is stalactites means? 
A. A type of formation that hangs from the ceiling of caves 
B. Types of formation that lay on the floor of caves 
C. Types of food given to ancestor 
D. Someone who guide the visitor in the cave 





Read the following text to answer questions number 6 to 15. 
The Hobbit is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure films directed by Peter 
Jackson. They are based on the 1937 novel The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien, with large portions of 
the trilogy inspired by the appendices to The Return of the King, which expand on the story told 
in The Hobbit, as well as new material and characters written especially for the films. The films 
are subtitled An Unexpected Journey (2012), The Desolation of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of 
the Five Armies (2014). 
The screenplay was written by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Jackson, and Guillermo del Toro, 
who was originally chosen to direct before his departure from the project. The films take place in 
the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years before the beginning of The Lord of the Rings, and 
follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman), who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey 
(Ian McKellen) to accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield (Richard Armitage), 
on a quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug (Benedict Cumberbatch). The 
films also expand upon certain elements from the novel and other source material, such as 
Gandalf's investigation at Dol Guldur, and the pursuit of Azog and Bolg, who seek vengeance 
against Thorin and his ancestors. 
The first film in the series premiered at the Embassy Theatre in Wellington, New Zealand on 
28 November 2012. One hundred thousand people lined the red carpet on Courtenay Place, and 
the entire event was broadcast live on television in New Zealand and streamed over the Internet. 
The second film of the series premiered at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, California on 2 
December 2013. The third and final film premiered at Leicester Square in London on 1 December 
2014. 
6. The Hobbit is a movie which is based on a book whose author is… 
A. Jackson 
B. Tolkien 
C. Peter Tolkien 
D. J.R.R Jackson 
7. They are based on the… (Paragraph 1). The word “they” in the sentence refers to… 
A. The Hobbit books 
B. The Hobbit actors 
C. Adventure series films 
D. The Hobbit film series 















11. What did the Wizard want Bilbo to do in the movie? 
A. To join the dwarves’ journey 
B. To take care of the dwarves 
C. To accompany him to meet smaug 
D. To accompany dwarves and smug to the lonely mountain 
12. The role of the dwarves’ leader is played by? 
A. Thorin Oakenshield 
B. Bilbo Baggins 
C. Richard Armitage 
D. Ian McKellen 






14. …who seek vengeance against Thorin and his ancestors. (Paragraph 2). The word “his” in the 
sentence refers to… 
A. Azoh 
B. Bolg 
C. Thorin and ancestors 
D. Thorin 
15. Which of the following statement is false according to the text? 
A. The premiers of the hobbit movies were held in the different places of the same country 
B. The Hobbit movies consists of three epic adventurous film that were released on different 
years 
C. The first series of The Hobbit wasn’t premiered in Europe 
D. The Third series of the Hobbit was premiered in a country of an European continent 
Read the text to answer questions number 16 to 20. 
Paris 
Paris is the capital of a European nation, France. It is also one of the most beautiful and 
most famous cities in the world. 
Paris is called the city of Light. It is also an international fashion center. What stylish 
women are wearing in Paris will be worn by women all over the world. Paris is also famous for its 
world center of education. For instance, it is the headquarters of UNESCO, the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
The Seine River divides the city into two parts. Thirty-two bridges cross this scenic river. 
The oldest and perhaps the most well-known is Pon Neuf, which was built in the sixteenth century. 
Sorbonne, a famous university, is located on the left bank (south side) of the river. The beautiful 
white church Sacre Coeur lies on the top of hill called Montmartre on the right bank (north side) 
of the Seine. 
There are many other famous places in Paris, such as the famous museum the Louvre as 
well the cathedral of Notre Dame. However, the most famous landmark in this city must be the 
Eiffel Tower. 
Paris is named after a group of people called the Parisii. They built a small village on an 
island in the middle of the Seine River about two thousand years ago. This island is called lie de 
la Cite. It is where Notre Dame located. Today around eight million people live in Paris area.   
16. The fifth paragraph tells …. 
     A. The origin of the word Paris  
     B. About the Paris 
     C. The location of Notre Dame 
     D. A village built a thousand years ago 
17. What is the oldest and most well known part of the city? 
     A. The Seine River 
     B. The Pont Neuf  
     C. The Sorbonne 
     D. The right bank 
18. From the text we know that Notre Dame is located .… 
     A. Near left Louvre  
     B. On the left bank 
     C. On the right bank 
     D. Outside the city of Paris 
19. What is generic structure of the text above? 
     A. Orientation-Complication-Resolution 
     B. Classification-Description 
     C. Identification-Description  
     D. Orientation-Description 
20. How many people live in Paris ? 
     A. Ten million      
     B. Nine million 
     C. Eight million  
     D. One million 
Read the following text to answer questions number 21 to 25. 
Orchard Road 
Orchard Road is a Boulevard which becomes business and entertainment center in 
Singapore. Orchard Road is surrounded by a lush tropical and flower gardens which are beautiful. 
At first, Orchard Road is just a suburban street lined with orchards, plantations nutmeg, and pepper 
farming. However, in the 1970s, it turned into a shopping center in Singapore. In 1960 and 1970 
entertainment industries began to enter this road. Shopping centers such as mall and Plaza was 
built in 1974. 
Orchard Road runs along about 2.2 km. This road is one-way street flanked by a variety of 
shopping malls, hotels and restaurants. The shopping area which is nearly 800,000 square meters 
provides a wide range of Things, food, and entertainment. In this area there are many options that 
can satisfy visitors from all walks of life starting from the luxury branded things to the Popular 
branded, from exclusive restaurants to fast food. 
There are so many ways that can be accessed to get to Orchard road such as: by taxi, bus 
or drive your own car. For those who are driving to Orchard Road can be entered from the west 
through the Napier Road. Vehicles from Dunearn Road can turn to left at the intersection of the 
Marriott Hotel junction. Vehicles that come from Paterson can turn right onto Orchard Road. 
Orchard is always crowded so you have to be careful in order not to get lost. 
21. The text mainly focuses on…… 
A. Singapore 
B. Orchard Plantation 
C. Plaza and Mall 
D. Orchard road as business and entertainment center 
22. Words “it” in line 4 refers to? 
A. The plantation 
B. The plaza 
C. Singapore 
D. Suburban street 
23. Which statement is TRUE? 
A. At first Orchard Road is a crowded settlement 
B. Orchard road became business and entertainment center since 1974 
C. Vehicles from Dunrean road turn to the left at intersection of the Marriott Hotel junction 
D. Orchard road is infamous place at Singapore 
24. In the third paragraph the writer describes about? 
A. The location of Orchard Road 
C. The direction to get to Orchard Road 
D. The history of Orchard Road 





THE KEY ANSWER OF THE TEST 
 



























KEY ANSWER OF POST-TEST 
1. D 
2. C 
3. C 
4. A 
5. A 
6. B 
7. D 
8. C 
9. C 
10. B 
11. A 
12. C 
13. B 
14. D 
15. A 
16. A 
17. B 
18. A 
19. C 
20. C 
21. D 
22. D 
23. C 
24. C 
25. A 
 




